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A review of Q2 2022 development, expenses and approved grants.



A Word From Our Executive Director
This is the Zcash Foundation’s quarterly report for Q2 2022. Our goal with these reports is to provide a summary of the 
Foundation’s activities, and an overview of our finances, including a detailed breakdown of our spending. We welcome 
feedback, so if you have any questions or suggestions, please post them to the Zcash Community forums!

The Zcash Foundation’s engineers made significant progress on Zebra this quarter, completing the NU5 implementation, 
which ensured that Zebra functioned without any issues through the activation of NU5. We made good progress on the work 
to enable Zebra to act as a back-end to lightwalletd, and Zebra relayed its first mainnet transaction, using ZecWallet Lite as 
the wallet front-end. 

Work on FROST continued, including further revisions to the specification, progress on ZF’s FROST implementation, and a 
presentation at the IETF meeting in June. 

In May, we sadly said goodbye to Janito, one of our Rust engineers, who left us to join a brand new blockchain startup, with a 
strong privacy focus. Janito had been a key contributor to the Zebra project. While we were sad to see him go, we wish him 
the best of luck, and we’re glad that he’ll be continuing to contribute to the cause of financial privacy in his new role! 

Planning for Zcon3 got into full swing this quarter. Zcon3 is our first in-person event since 2019. The Zcon eco-system has 
changed considerably over the past three years, and being able to meet one another is important for building relationships 
and partnerships across the community. It’s also the first opportunity that most of the Zcash Foundation staff have had to 
meet one another in person!

cont…

https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/
https://zecpages.com/board/post/1871
https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/114/materials/slides-114-cfrg-frost-00
https://zfnd.org/farewell-janito/


A Word From Our Executive Director
During Q2, the new Zcash Community Grants committee (ZCG) approved six grants, totalling over $760,000, and distributed 
over $568,000 for completed grant milestones. I’m pleased to be able to say that we have established an excellent working 
relationship with ZCG, which began to yield fruitful results this quarter. We assisted with the successful launch of the Global 
Ambassador Program, and executed a marketing campaign to raise awareness of the ZCG program with potential grant 
applicants. That campaign included Twitter ads, a sponsored article in CoinDesk, and sponsorship of a ZK podcast episode. 

We wouldn’t be living up to our commitment to transparency and openness if we ignored difficult topics or glossed over bad 
news. A low point of this quarter was the deterioration of relations between ZF and the Electric Coin Company (ECC), which 
resulted in me calling for a joint meeting of the boards of ZF and ECC’s parent organization, the Bootstrap Project. The joint 
board meeting was duly held at the end of June, and I’m optimistic that the independent board members’ engagement will 
help greatly with rebooting the relationship between the two organizations. 

I firmly believe that, while ZF and ECC are independent of one another, and have a responsibility to hold one another to 
account, the relationship between the two organizations should not be adversarial. We should be able to work together 
constructively, to both organizations’ - and the entire Zcash community’s - benefit. I’m pleased that the ZF and ECC engineers 
continued to work together amicably and collaboratively throughout the quarter (as they have always done), providing a 
good example to those of us at the leadership level. 

                                                                                                                                                             Jack “Dodger” Gavigan

https://www.coindesk.com/sponsored-content/zcashs-unique-community-led-funding-program-is-looking-to-fund-you/
https://zeroknowledge.fm/228a/


ZCAP Expansion 
In May we introduced new eligibility criteria prior to the Zcash Community Grants (ZCG) election that will continue to make ZCAP 
more independent and representative of the Zcash community. 

We invited the following community members to volunteer to serve on the ZCAP:

● Grant recipients who have successfully completed more than 50% of their grant (as measured by the USD value of grant 
milestones that have been completed and paid out)

● Zcash Community Grants Committee members (past and present)
● Zcash Ambassadors from the ZCG Ambassadors Program
● Community contributors who have:

○ made a meaningful contribution to one of the Zcash node projects on Github (zcashd and Zebra),
○ authored or co-authored a ZIP (including ZIPs 1001-1013), or
○ led development of a significant Zcash software application, library, tool or similar.

We are also invited active Zcash Community forum members who met at least one of the below criteria to self-elect to join ZCAP: 

● Active members of the forum that joined before March 2021.
● Zcash Community Forums members who have recently visited the forum for 100 consecutive days and earned the 

“Aficionado” badge. 
● Zcash Community Forums members who have earned the “Regular” badge by being a regular part of the Zcash 

community over a period of months. 

Following the June ZCG election, we moved to an ongoing ZCAP expansion process, with a cut-off deadline in advance of 
each ZCAP poll. 

https://zfnd.org/expanding-the-zcap-ahead-of-the-june-2022-zcg-election/
https://github.com/zcash/zcash
https://github.com/ZcashFoundation/zebra
https://zips.z.cash/
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/


Q2 2022 ZF Engineering Summary

In the second quarter of 2022, the ZF engineering team focused on lightwalletd work, which was 
the next milestone after the stable release candidate. The purpose of lightwalletd is to make it 
possible for Zebra to act as a drop-in replacement for zcashd as the backend to lightwalletd. The 
engineering team also finished the work on NU5, since the NU5-related dependencies have been 
finalized on the ECC side. The engineering team decided to release the Zebra NU5 and 
lightwalletd features together, as they are both close to completion. The team also continued to 
improve our use of agile methodology.

The first working demo of the almost complete Zebra release candidate was presented 
successfully at a ZF Tech Advisory Board meeting. The presentation demonstrated a first glance 
of secure encrypted transactions, dashboard, and syncing works. 

The engineering team then shifted focus to bug fixes and fine-tuning sync speeds and release 
process improvements before the stable release candidate is launched.



Q2 2022 Engineering Overview
Sprint 7: Lightwalletd work was in progress, mainly addressing database config and RPC methods. The 
FROST project was also being worked on by the engineering team. Zebra release candidate was still 
waiting to be finished due to waiting on the NU5 testnet activation. The team also focused on refining 
user stories, backlogs, and epics in anticipation of the next leg of all three parallel projects.
----------------
Sprint 8: NU5 testnet activation was completed by ECC. In anticipation of the stable release candidate, 
the ZF engineering team was able to complete the pending NU5 tickets. Lightwalletd outstanding work 
was planned, mainly addressing database configuration and RPC methods. ZF had representatives at 
Real World Crypto (RWC), namely Deirdre Connolly, Chelsea Komlo, and Marek. Zebra release candidate 
was still pending, as the new NU5 activation meant that some security changes had to be made.
----------------
Sprint 9:  The team restructured the DevOps process to increase collaborative efforts. More FROST 
planning was completed by our Fungai, Chelsea, and Deirdre. FROST epics and timelines were 
established by Chelsea. Key first deliverables were targeted by the Zcon3 conference in August.
----------------
Sprint 10: NU5 was available in the mainnet environment which led to the ZF engineering team 
completing corresponding NU5 updates, bug fixes, and security features on our side.  All lightwalletd 
RPCs were feature complete so the team cleaned up a few RPC bugs. In an attempt to create better 
synergy among the whole team, more fine-tuning of the DevOps process was implemented.  The first 
major milestone occurred with the FROST Project, where Rust Engineer, Deirdre Connolly, was able to 
finally merge the first implementation of a fully generic frost-core crate, which is tested by an 
implementation of frost-ristretto255, which passed all test vectors. 



Q2 2022 Engineering Overview (cont)
Sprint 11: NU5 activation worked without issues, all the Proof of Work prep was done, and the team did 
some draft analysis of the RPCs, which are required to support mining software and blockchain 
explorers.
----------------
Sprint 12: The team was able to fix docs warnings and add `cargo doc` to CI, something that had been 
pending. Most of the "missing" features were added to the CI/CD pipeline, or were being reviewed. The 
team added support for the tokio-console async Rust monitoring tool to Zebra.

The first working demo of Zebra was presented to the ZF Board of Directors during a ZF Technical 
Advisory Board meeting, showing a working dashboard, confirmed wallet transactions, and other 
features.
----------------
Sprint 13: The engineering team managed to fix GitHub Actions bugs that have been causing issues. The 
team also did a release with breaking changes resulting in users being satisfied with the performance. 
The team was able to run our Full Sync test again and generate a state for it, even if it runs over 6 hours. 
The team also worked on improving CI Speed by changing checkpoints and removed some workarounds 
for previous CI bugs. There were further attempts to improve Sync Speed. Further FROST planning was 
done to refine the epics and user stories.

https://docs.rs/tokio-console/latest/tokio_console/


Q2 2022 FROST Summary
We released V5 of the FROST IETF draft specification

In the V5 FROST spec, collaborators including Zcash Foundation members worked on:

● Updating test vectors to include version string (#202, #203)
● Renaming THRESHOLD_LIMIT to MIN_SIGNERS (#192)
● Using non-contiguous signers for the test vectors (#187)
● Adding more reasoning why the coordinator MUST abort (#183)
● Adding a function to generate nonces (#182)
● Adding MUST that all participants have the same view of VSS commitment (#174)
● Using THRESHOLD_LIMIT instead of t and MAX_SIGNERS instead of n (#171)
● Specifying what the dealer is trusted to do (#166)
● Clarifying types of NUM_SIGNERS and THRESHOLD_LIMIT (#165)
● Asserting that the network channel used for signing should be authenticated (#163)
● Removing wire format section (#156)
● Updating group commitment derivation to have a single scalarmul (#150)
● Using RandomNonzeroScalar for single-party Schnorr example (#148)
● Fixing group notation and clarify member functions (#145)
● Updating existing implementations table (#136)
● Various editorial improvements (#135, #143, #147, #149, #153, #158, #162, #167, #168, #169, #170, #175, #176, 

#177, #178, #184, #186, #193, #198, #199)

Progress on the IETF draft specification can be tracked here.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-irtf-cfrg-frost/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-irtf-cfrg-frost/


Q2 2022 FROST Summary (cont)

A highlight of Q2 was the acceptance of a paper on the security of FROST to CRYPTO, 
authored by Chelsea Komlo of the Zcash Foundation, alongside her co-authors. The 
paper titled “Better than Advertised Security for Non-Interactive Threshold Signatures,” 
and demonstrates even stronger notions of security for FROST than what the original 
proof demonstrated. Congrats Chelsea and co-authors!

https://crypto.iacr.org/2022/acceptedpapers.php


Zcash Foundation Source of Funds
• The Zcash Community created the Dev Fund in late 2020 as a means of 

funding ongoing development of the Zcash protocol by the Zcash 
Foundation, the Electric Coin Company (ECC), and the Zcash Community 
Grants Program (ZCG).

• Annually, the Zcash Foundation receives approximately 65,745 ZEC from the 
Dev Fund.

• In addition, the Foundation annually receives 105,192 ZEC as a restricted 
donation which may only be disbursed as major grants.

• The Zcash Foundation releases quarterly reports that describe our income 
and expenditure, with a detailed breakdown of our expenses, and a 
snapshot of the Foundation’s financial position, in terms of liquid assets and 
liabilities that must be met using those assets. 



Q2 2022 – ZF Key Financial Points:
The USD value of funds received and held by ZF during Q2 was 
calculated using the following Messari closing prices for June 30:

$54.48 USD/ZEC $1,070.15 USD/ETH $19,944.73 USD/BTC

ZF funds received in Q2 2022

ZF received 16,292 ZEC ($887,588 USD) from the 
Dev Fund during Q2 2022, at an average of 5,431 
ZEC ($295,881 USD) per month.

ZF incurred approximately $388,176 USD per month 
in operating expenses. 

Total held at end of Q2 2022

USD
$6,373,954

ZEC
168,547

ETH
13

BTC
59.8

Total Value
$16,724,132



ZF Q2 Use Of Funds
During Q2 2022, ZF’s operating expenses averaged 
approximately $388,176 USD per month. The 
breakdown of resource allocation is illustrated in the 
table below. 

Team Compensation* $639,462

General Overhead** $111,770

Outreach $56,104

Zcon $106,260*

Team Retreat Deposit $11,476

Conference Attendance & Team 
Building

$15,445

ZCG Member Compensation $22,500

Research $201,512

Total $1,164,528

*Team compensation encompassed all compensation and benefits paid to 
ZF staff and contractors. ZF does not operate any form of retention bonus 
or deferred compensation scheme. 

**General expenses refer to costs not related to labor. These include 
accounting, HR account fees, custodial service and banking fees, grant 
platform maintenance, insurance, legal fees, and trademark enforcement. 

*Includes $59,024.87 deposit from terminated Zcon2 contract



ZF Q2 Programs
The following table and chart explain what type 
of programs ZF invested in during Q2. Please 
note, each ZF team member’s compensation and 
benefits are allocated to the program(s) they 
contribute to. 

Management & General $188,627

Community $398,547

Protocol (Zebra) $346,536

Science (FROST) $95,433

ZCG Support $135,386

Total $1,164,529



ZF Q2 Financial Snapshot
UNRESTRICTED FUNDS RESTRICTED FUNDS - ZCG

LIQUID ASSETS COIN BALANCE USD VALUE COIN BALANCE USD VALUE

USD $6,373,953.61 $6,373,954 $2,611,339.03 $2,611,339

USDC $60,000 $60,000

ZEC 168,547.08 $9,182,445 128,773.64 $7,015,588

BTC 59.81 $1,192,981

ETH 12.89 $13,799

$16,724.132 $9,686,927

LIABILITIES

GRANT COMMITMENTS $102,580 $2,583,322

ACCRUED EXPENSES & 
PAYROLL LIABILITIES

$106,040

$208,620 $2,583,322

NET LIQUID ASSETS $16,515,512 $7,103,605

USD VALUE (as of June 30) : $54.48 USD/ZEC | $19,944.73 USD/BTC | 
$1,070.15 USD/ETH

NB: This simplified balance sheet does not include intangible or illiquid assets and 
liabilities that would appear on ZF’s full balance sheet (e.g. trademark, etc.). 



Q2 2022 – ZCG Key Financial Points
The USD value of funds received 
and held by ZF on behalf of ZCG 
during Q2 were calculated using 
the following Messari closing 
price for June 30:

• $54.48 USD/ZEC

Restricted funds received by ZF in 
Q2 2022:

• ZF received 26,067 ZEC ($1,420,130 USD) at an 
average of 8,689 ZEC ($473,377) per month of ZCG 
restricted funds.

• ZF distributed 4,826 ZEC (valued at $568,650 USD 
at time of payment) for grants approved by ZCG.

• ZCG used 277 ZEC valued at $24,452 USD from 
the discretionary fund. 

Total restricted funds held by ZF 
on behalf of ZCG at the end of Q2:

ZEC 
128,774

USD 
$2,611,339

USDC
60,000

Total
$9,686,927



Q2 2022 Zcash Community Grants (ZCG)
The Zcash Community Grants Program (ZCG) gives 
individuals and teams access to funding so that they can 
contribute to the growth of the Zcash ecosystem. Some 
key areas of funding include: core infrastructure, wallets, 
interoperability, apps, ongoing services, integrations, 
research, and community. During Q2, ZCG approved 6 
grants totaling $760,939 USD.

• Of the newly approved grants, ZCG paid out $134,139 
USD for initial payments and milestones.

• ZCG also paid out $434,510.72 for grants approved in 
previous quarters.

• At close of Q2 2022, ZCG had outstanding grant 
liabilities of $2,583,322.12 for approved grants.

$2
,5

83
,3

22



Q2 2022 Approved ZCG Grants

Free2Z

Private Peer to 
Peer Giving

$123,000 + legal 
expenses

Link to Grant

Jason Rogers

Community Note 
Taker

$1,800

Link to Grant

Zecwallet /Aditya

Zecwallet & 
Orchard

$114,400

Link to Grant

Zgo

Accept ZEC As 
Payment

$114,200

Link to Grant

Equilibrium.co

Ziggurat 2.0: 
Pre-flight testing 

$372,000

Link to Grant

Hanu Dixit

Zcash Promotional 
Song 

$34,500

Link to Grant

https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/24075557/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/27160570/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/26631279/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/25974825/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/23814137/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/23877584/


Thank You ZF Board
ZF would like to thank our board members for their continued contributions. Board members are 
uncompensated volunteers, dedicating their time and expertise to shape the future of the Zcash 
Foundation while providing vital governance oversight.

• Jack Gavigan: Executive Director of the Zcash Foundation.

• Andrew Miller (Chair & Treasurer): Assistant professor in the electrical and computer engineering 
department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and an associate director of the 
Initiative for Cryptocurrencies and Contracts. 

• Peter Van Valkenburgh: Director of research at Coin Center, a nonprofit organization focused on 
research, education, and advocacy at the intersection of policy and cryptocurrencies. 

• Matthew Green: Associate professor of computer science at Johns Hopkins University, and one of 
the co-creators of Zcash. 

• Amber Baldet: CEO of Clovyr, former J.P. Morgan blockchain program lead, and co-creator of a 
zero-knowledge settlement layer for enterprise Ethereum. 

• Ian Miers: Assistant professor of Computer Science at the University of Maryland and one of the 
co-creators of Zcash. 

https://twitter.com/JackGavigan
https://soc1024.ece.illinois.edu/
https://www.coincenter.org/people/peter-van-valkenburgh/
https://isi.jhu.edu/~mgreen/
http://www.amberbaldet.com/
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~imiers/


zfnd.org


